ACQUISITIONS DAILY

M&A professionals at leading investment banks, corporates, law firms, private equity funds, accountants and advisory practices rely on Acquisitions Daily for:

• Actionable market intelligence and commentary that generates dealmaking opportunities
• Strategic insight into the M&A deals driving global activity
• Concise analytical reports on specific sectors, companies, and regions.

CUT THROUGH THE NOISE

Daily news and insight into the key deals driving M&A markets around the world. Get the stories that matter delivered to your inbox every morning.

IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES

Forward-looking commentary on deal rumours, take-over bids, and early-stage speculation generates dealmaking and business origination ideas for professionals across the industry.

EXPERT ANALYSIS AND THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

Our network of experienced reporters and industry experts digs into the details and strategies behind new deals, helping readers understand their drivers and industry implications - and the potential opportunities they create. We take a view on deal value, degree of innovation, and significance to the sector and wider M&A market.

ACQUISITIONS DAILY AWARDS

Our annual awards celebrate dealmaking excellence and innovation across the global M&A industry. Find out more at www.acquisitionsdaily.com/awards-2016.

SUBSCRIBE TO ACQUISITIONS DAILY

An Acquisitions Daily subscription gives you:

• Regular emails, including the day’s top news and insight, plus an end-of-week summary of our most-read stories
• acquisitionsdaily.com: mobile-friendly, customisable website with daily updates, sector reports, and a searchable archive.

Request trial access for your team to evaluate Acquisitions Daily’s news, commentary and analysis today at AcquisitionsDaily.com or contact us at the details below.
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